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Abstract
Once transcribed, these sensory experiences became subordinate to a medium (writing) that claimed to
tion, and deviance. Using two case studies, matrimonial litigation and proceedings about sanctity, this
-
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»So long as law is unwritten, it must be
dramatized and acted«.
Frederic Maitland

to put on the record any act committed in a judge’s presence or committed by the judge
himself, on the basis of the principle that »what is not in the record is not in the world«.
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turies, European culture increasingly resorted to writing. Writing made it possible to
preserve information on customary lore and cultures which were expressed and persimply as »oral«. Once transcribed, these sensory experiences became subordinate to
eventually relegating them to the sphere of folklore, superstition, and deviance.
contribution aims to examine the role that the senses played in performing and proving legal reality in Renaissance and early modern ecclesiastical courts in Italy. I chose
this geographical area because it represents a context in which institutions remained
uniformly Catholic throughout the period examined, and therefore I can analyze a homogeneous series of documents, while the period under investigation makes it possi-

will focus on marriage litigations and trials involving sanctity as two areas of exploracauses held in bishop’s courts which were initiated ex instantia by one of the partners
or if, on the contrary, a partner spread the rumor that there had been a marriage that

To understand the genesis of these litigations it is necessary to remember that, until
the Tametsi
ing parties’ consent outweighed the fact that the union was celebrated in public or in
private and even the fact that the consent was expressed in words. To all intents and
purposes the simple promise of marriage, followed by sexual intercourse, gave rise to

-

Concil-

the Italian Renaissance and the early modern period.
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prove that the bond existed.
trials involving »true«, »failed«, or »feigned« sanctity. »True« sanctity was ascertained,
as we shall see, through various legal proceedings that culminated in papal approval. »Failed« sanctity refers to people who had a reputation for holiness during their
lifetime and died accompanied by devotion that came to an end because of a lack of
organized support and/or papal approbation.
to take shape during the fourteenth century, when theologians who wrote about the
discernment of spirits proclaimed that there was an urgent need to determine whether
people who claimed to have visions, revelations, or special spiritual privileges received
competence.
Both matrimonial litigation and processes involving sanctity show how the protagonists and witnesses of the events under debate argue, using sensory experience as
jointly by the judges and the extremely scrupulous notaries, both products »of a juridical-chancellery culture of humanistic imprint, which was very attentive to language
density.
cession to the temptation to draw out a narrative or simply as a result of the desire to
Noting facts accurately was a sign of the legal importance of
these details for making judgments. Until the legal value of writing completely re-

of oral testimony in order to prove a disputed marriage, which had been registered in the curia regis-

-

-

-
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placed the performative value of the senses, writing itself crystallized a treasure trove
of sensory expressions and experiences, precisely because notaries, a professional
group who belonged to the same community as the litigants and judges, knew its legal
evidential phases, as well as the role played by a particular single sense, overlapped.
Recording these sensorial events in writing crystallized and translated them into descriptions of rituals, the binding value of which was understandable to the attending
(and participating) community.

were only revealed during a suit, when those who were called to testify on a controversial fact placed it in the same context as facts that has been sanctioned by authorities.
them to the prescriptions of canon law in order to obtain a favorable sentence, or they

the suit, the parties involved in the case called entire networks to testify and evaluate
the controversial phenomenon, which was being compared to customary parameters.
Although we cannot be certain about the veracity of the statements made in court,
to be credible they had to be plausible and thus they reveal the cultural benchmarks
of petitioners, witnesses, and judges. Both the witnesses and the parties involved in
the type advocated by the Church, expecting that the judges’ decisions would conform
to their conceptions.
accepted hierarchy of sensory experiences which had the capacity to generate indivito a community. But these experiences were also likely to be excluded, marginalized,
and criminalized in the continuous process of negotiation which took place during
to a customary semantic code which was the expression of a community to which the

sory community«, that is, a community with shared and negotiated norms, practices,
and perceptions of seeing, touching, hearing, smelling, and tasting. I examine these

mented in the trial sheds light »on a reality elusive in the documents« are found in Carlo Ginzburg,

community«, however, I am reshaping this idea to address the sensory dimension of social reality. See

do.
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culturally coded senses as a basis for experiencing, generating, and articulating social relationships and solidarity, creating and transferring collective memory through

institutionalization, and was marked by gender competition.

The senses and the celebration of marriage

the Catholic Church
sought to favor the publication and solemnization of the event, primarily through the
readings of the banns and the priest’s blessing.
tire pre-conciliar period, the laity did not comply with this obligation and the Church,
though continuing to recommend the practices of proclamations and priestly blessings, seems to have decided not to enforce it. Italian matrimonial litigations clearly
reveal the ecclesiastical hierarchy’s complete acceptance of a marriage celebrated with
a reciprocal exchange of consent, regardless of whether the minister of the rite was an
the validity of the marriage and this consent gave it sacramental value. Touch played
considered it the »basis for other senses«, although according to the Aristotelian hierarchy of the senses and its medieval interpretation, touch occupied the lowest level.

-

-

-
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been concluded. Indeed, until the Council of Trent’s decree Tametsi
the simple touching of hands celebrated the wedding, became a symbol of marriage,

»without otherwise giving the hand« were the expressions with which the parties commonly introduced their discourse about their own marriage. By sticking a hand out
of a hole in the wall of the house to unite it with that of the groom, a young woman
her relatives. In the eyes of the laity, a ceremony without the touching of hands did
A hand pulled back in an impulsive gesture
became a symbol of denied consent in cases of »fearful« (meticulosum) marriage.
impossibility that hands had been united rendered a union unlikely. For example, »If

not physically shake hands with her lover.
the union of the hands, an annulment was legally depicted with two hands that are
separate.
Even though doctrine recognized both gestural and verbal expressions of consent
most important Italian tribunals, denied that the touching of hands had the ability
to express free consent, even if it was accompanied by a ceremony celebrated in the
presence of witnesses, which guaranteed a certain publicity for the event. A marriage
contracted by touching hands (per tactum manuum) would inevitably be declared invalid in favor of a later contract made with words
. Nevertheless,

vs
authenticating sense in some ancient and modern legal systems«, see Marc M. Smith, Sensory Histovs
vs

vs
(vim et metus)
(ante et post dationem manuum) and because the parties had not
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someone who wanted to see the validity of his own marriage recognized by a judge
did not always claim that it had been celebrated with words of consent, but instead
attempted to obtain a favorable judgement simply by declaring that the bride had
touched his hands. Sometimes the spouses did not even remember whether words
of consent had been spoken and they asked for witnesses to be interrogated for greater
clarity.
of consent and calmly repeated them to the judge, even claiming that there had not
error to his client’s testimony, claiming that they were not talking about consent but

touching of hands, probably taking into consideration the symbolic value that this gesture continued to enjoy among the faithful. Not only did judges begin to value the use
of this gesture as an expression of nuptial consent, they considered the expressions
Burano to stop a marriage between two young people, the vicar of Torcello ordered the
parish priest not to allow them »to take hands«, either in the church in Burano or in
»dishonest« wife, that »if he had given her his hand« he could not »separate himself
from nor leave« her.
forms of touching that also characterized nuptial ceremonies, which began, in the sixteenth century, to spark the interest of magistrates who were particularly attentive
but also considered them constitutive of the marital bond. Such was the case with the
consummation of marriage, which in fact the spouses exchanged with embarrassment
and only because they were induced to do so by their relatives.
groom demonstrated it when he kissed the bride’s family as well.

for clarity and requested that the marriage be declared invalid. His request was granted.
vs
vs
vs
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types of tactile practices created family ties and became a code that regulated social
Wine’s
symbolic value is probably attributable to the fact that it was drunk when contracts
were concluded. However, because wine is also a sign of the love that spouses have for

Germany where beer was the usual drink in everyday circumstances. With the nup, of which the bride
the groom), the couple began a relationship based on faith
was the guardian. Cooking meals was her responsibility, a role that recognized her
as the wife even if her husband had a concubine.

of the wedding also played an important role in both attesting to the partners’ consent
(ad validitatem), but
for honesty (ad honestatem)
way for the spouses to communicate, thereby beginning the ritual of familiarization.
Shared
meals were accompanied by songs sung by the husband, who was joined by some of
community interpreted this dialogue between the spouses as a sign that each of the
spouses consented to the union. On the other hand, in order to communicate and certify the publicity of the union to the community, noisy and festive processions complemented by the sound of drums and wind instruments were organized to accompany

the Venetian term for ciambelle, doughnuts, or other similarly shaped confections. On the symbolic
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and ensuring the couple’s fertility. In the sixteenth century, the presence of a priest
sionate debate, with the decree Tametsi
the priest and witnesses rendered the parties unable to contract the marriage, thereby
the contract of meaning (and validity) in order to enhance the value of verbal expres-

lovers intent on avoiding parental opposition, who were trying to get married instantly
by saying the words of consent in his presence, the parish priest ran away so as not to
hear in an attempt to void the act.
paign to repress the ancient wedding customs symbolized by the touch of the hand.
In the eyes of the faithful, however, this gesture retained a strong performative value.
As late as the
wedding register of his parish »the book of hand giving«: Here the written record
of the marriage replaced the legal value of the tactile expression of consent, but the
priest tried to incorporate it in order to make the new rule acceptable and under-

-

Here I limit myself to noting that the Tametsi decree was voted in with one-fourth of the assembly

-

-
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The senses and sanctity
As we have seen, touch lost its contractual value in the stipulation of sacramental marriage, but it maintained its value within a regime of »medical pluralism« and within a
religiosity fed by contact with images and relics.
giosity remains within the parameters prescribed by orthodoxy and contributes to the
proclamation of holiness and when it is condemned as superstitious in trials for superstition or »feigned sanctity«.
construction and perception of holiness, since the senses were located at the intersection of »the secular and the sacred, matter and ›spirit‹, body and soul, health and salvation«.
tisensory language.
condition for canonization is the miracle. Canonization is an act that falls to the
main moments: an informative investigation which was carried out in the places
where the aspiring saint was born, lived, and died, and a curial procedure which took
place in Rome under apostolic authority. In fact, promoters of a cult could induce the
to verify precisely the
bishop sent the proceedings to Rome, where the pope entrusted the cause for canonization to three cardinals, who pronounced on the legal validity of the diocesan cause,

-

-

sanctity could be considered the fruit of diabolical deception, but it could also be seen as the result of
melancholy humors, and in medical forensic evaluation it was considered a genuine illness. Among
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by the pope, who also announced the date of the liturgical feast and the promulgation
of the bull of canonization.
op’s jurisdiction over new proposals for sanctity at the local level on the basis of a thouattack would be launched from the end of the sixteenth century on. In order to set in
motion the complex gears that could lead to the honor of the altars, the public reputaduring the future saint’s lifetime and it was associated with his or her presumed thaumaturgical and therapeutic abilities, especially the ability to do faith healing. Sometimes the aspiring saint was interested in nourishing this reputation, making him/
herself the prudent administrator of his/her own charisma during his/her lifetime, in
particular when he belonged to a mendicant order and his charisma guaranteed success when begging.
sations, which attest to the divine origin of this ability: according to tradition, the
sense of smell was the most suitable sense for grasping the spiritual nature of a phenomenon.
God formed a man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nose the breath
woman by placing his hands on her head, Filippo Neri’s hands stank of sulfur, that is,
When he met a certain »bad woman« on the
street, »being so strong the stench of vice«, the future saint covered his nose with a
handkerchief and when he heard confessions, he told the faithful that he was able to
smell their sins.
times avoided him so that their wrongdoings would not be discovered simply from his
sense of smell. If the sense of smell was able to grasp the demonic, however, it also
sick in bed, for example, while fearing the stench that comes from disease and the aspiring saint’s advanced age, instead found themselves enveloped in a sweet scent, and
-

-
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many of the faithful declared that they had received a spirit of devotion simply from
smelling the perfume emitted by his hands and chest.
reinvented by a variety of people: members of the same order as the deceased when he

Sensory experience
plays a fundamental role in this process of cult formation. Touch is of primary importance. On being informed that someone famed for sanctity had died, the faithful paid
pieces of the body, hair, or clothing. In the wake of a long tradition, the faithful testi-

attested to the absence of rigor mortis, which characterizes the body of the saint, a
body that is not subject to the laws of decomposition: there were those who found it
Sometimes the enthusiasm of the faithful made it necessary to protect the
over by the guards because the people who came in a crowd not only took away his
the sepulcher by direct contact, others occurred at a spatial and temporal remove
sold.

which came out of the tomb were used as ointments to be distributed to the sick, who
ment had been pulverized to ingesting one of his/her teeth and contact with his/her

-

sammlungen, München.
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clothing: for example, a woman recovered from a terrible headache by putting one of
Carlo Borromeo’s slippers on her head. It is therefore understandable that, according
him or her some, albeit minimal, piece of something that had belonged to the bishop of
-

the sepulcher was lit up with candles and illuminations and honored by images of the
revered one, who was depicted with an aureole, a nimbus, or bright sparks.
images were also available for display in individual homes for private worship, in which
canonization« was widespread: the very fact that the deceased was depicted in this
way increased his/her charismatic capital and induced people to venerate him/her,
which helped to increase his/her chances of achieving the honors of the altar and
crowned his/her reputation for holiness. In some cases of feigned sanctity, pictorial
representation helped to promote one’s own image. Cecilia Ferrazzi, for example, had
her portraits retouched to make her look like Teresa d’Ávila and the Virgin of the Arrows.
couraged people to put their hopes in the intercessory powers of the candidate for holiness.
which was performative and evidentiary. As has been mentioned, according to tradition, the saint’s body was not subject to decay and putrefaction. Instead, it produced a
because the person was considered a saint.

Vauchez, Sainthood.

-
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doing something that was at the same time both an act of veneration and a performance, thereby contributing to the consolidation and spread of the prospective saint’s
reputation for holiness, which was irrefutably demonstrated through the sense of
smell.
of the deceased, a bad smell was supposed to warn against errors in assessment and

of Trento, who were accused of the ritual murder of the young boy Simon, soon to be
venerated as martyr, the apostolic commissioner Battista dei Giudici expressed his
perplexity in a letter to Cardinal Nardini, mentioning among other things the bad
Similarly, among the elements opposed
to the canonization of Francesca Vacchini, a witness mentioned the stench of her
corpse when it was exhumed, although it had been covered with sweet-smelling
herbs. Unpleasant sensory experiences of the auditory type could occur at the sepulwere possessed, leaving in the interval between the screams of the person who thought
s/he was possessed, as happened for example at Borromeo’s sepulcher.
In additomb of the venerable one, deliberately produced sounds helped to underline the exceptional nature of the phenomenon that was underway and increased its reach by
attracting a crowd to participate. One such example is the sound of the bells which
were rung for two hours for Borromeo’s burial. Furthermore, litanies in the saint’s
name, as well as hagiographic images and stories in oral and written form, could circulate later and support his or her reputation for holiness. Control over sanctity plays
a fundamental role in the grandiose program of disciplining and controlling the faith-

-

bibliography.
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ful and their relationship with the supernatural that the Catholic Church tried to im-

ship in any way whatsoever those who had died with a reputation for holiness until the
Holy See pronounced on the matter, thus depriving the bishops of their authority and
assuming control over all the various stages of ecclesiastical recognition. By placing
the crime of superstition under the rubric of heresy and creating the category of
»feigned sanctity«, which could be traced back to superstition itself since it constituted

orthopraxis.

(and the sensory experience and expression of these devotions), even if it did so incomwe see the clericalization of medical care, the subordination of physicians to theologians, and the professionalization of the corps of physicians, a new model of sanctity
develops, one in which the saint’s thaumaturgical and prodigious aspects were subordinated to heroic virtue. Ecclesiastical authorities worked to transfer the thaumaturgical powers of the living body to the dead body and therefore to the relics whose authenticity had to be recognized by the Holy See. Even in life the ideal saint exercised
his therapeutic powers by resorting not only to his hands, but also to a precious relic,
ing phenomena moved from private homes to organized sanctuaries where the faithful who had obtained a grace could provide evidence of having received this grace
with ex-votos authorized by Rome.
heroic ideal of holiness and the social pressure promoting a thaumaturgical holiness
continued to intertwine and contradict each other. In fact, tension and negotiation
lowing the Council of Trent.

The senses, proofs, and expertise
While the preceding paragraphs focused mainly on the performative value of the senses, in this section I will analyze their cognitive value, in accordance with a hierarchy
that was consolidated in court. In terms of credibility, in the tribunal, according to
canon law, there was a hierarchy of senses in the evaluation of proofs and testimonies
that privileged sight: the only credible testimony was that of de visu, while de audito

-
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testimony was not credible on its own, not even in the presence of the fact (that is, if the
witnesses themselves had heard directly, but had not seen, what happened). Witnesses
preventively hidden in the attic or behind the bed in a room where the bride intended

testimony would otherwise be worthless, despite their familiarity with the couple and
their ability to recognize them by voice alone. In addition to the fact that during
matrimonial and canonization processes every witness had to swear to speak the
proofs. In matrimonial litigation, oaths could have a decisive value if they were taken
by the party who had already provided a semi-full proof.

of dissuading the opponent. By virtue of its connection to the sacred sphere, the oath
was considered an »invocation of God as testimony of the truth« and it was taken
in an intensely emotional ritual in which hearing and touching played fundamental
rite, which highlights the emotional power of the act. It began with the following
formula:

cost him or her seven years of penitence, in the course of which he or she would have
-

be rendered infamous, might no longer be allowed to testify in other cases, might be
exclusive
place, he or she had wronged the innocent party whom he or she would be required to

vs
vs
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er because it considered them a tangible sign of the presence of the divine.
erential fear that touching the sacred book inspired was expressed in the reactions
of two witnesses who interspersed their depositions with oaths sworn before God

availed themselves of the symbolic and suggestive power of touching the sacred text,
becoming suspicious of those who asked to swear on other objects. So, when a »Greek«

guard against the danger of validating any expedient that was meant to deprive the
oath of its binding power. Similarly, the suggestive power of the ritual itself (rather
than the act’s juridical value) gave judges an incentive to impose the oath on minors,
order to take a valid oath and did not consider children who made false statements under oath guilty of perjury.
witnesses who, once under the bond of the oath, confessed to having been induced to
depose falsely with the promise of considerable patrimonial advantages. In processes
for both canonization and feigned sanctity, and sometimes in matrimonial litigation,
experts were summoned to give evidence because of their recognized authority, which
component of this expertise, which, however, was also based on touch and, in canonization processes, was based on the sense of smell as well.
Among the witnesses, marriage litigations sometimes included midwives, physicians, and surgeons to verify either the virginity of the woman or the impotence of the

annulment to take the veil, and for annulment because of male impotence, sometimes
of swearing, the Gospel, the blessed cross, the relics of the saints, and the altar became privileged as

zwischen Mittelalter und Neuzeit
vs Alessandro Aurio.

vs

vs
-
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tation who, in the cases I have examined, were chosen by the judge or nominated by the
parties concerned. Physicians and surgeons were chosen as expert witnesses in the
same way. In the early modern period, anatomy treatises began to appear in increassual nature of the anatomists’ work, which was grounded in observation and deposited
in written form. By asserting the authoritative nature of male visual mastery of the
female body, they gave greater authority to observations made by dissection than to the
this delegitimization of midwives, who, according to Peter Chamberlen, were no more
the most important new tools developed for obstetrics were intended to enhance male
practitioners’ sight of women’s bodies«, throughout the early modern period the institutional apparatus continued to delegate certain technical functions to the midwife, but
these tasks were limited to the female genitals. As for canonization processes, howamine miracles, although physicians, surgeons, and (sometimes) midwives had also
been present earlier. While surgeons and midwives were inclined to believe and make
disclosures about individual miraculous healings that they had personally witnessed,
belief in alleged supernatural healings to stances which gave rise to skepticism.

Conclusion
In the period I have examined here, the Church promoted a legal culture which gave
-
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vs
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vs
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vs
vs
vs
-
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to preserve information on cultures and traditions that were expressed and perpetuated within a sensory community, according to a language that was concerned with
the complexity of the senses in articulating social relationships. Precisely because of
the legal value of sensory experiences, sensorial language was translated into writing during legal proceedings, but it ended up being subordinated to the medium of

senses as a whole were marginalized and were put at risk of becoming inaccessible to
historians.
In this article I have examined the value of sensory experience and sensory communication in the formation of marriages and in the construction of holiness. Although all the senses played a part in the performance of these acts, until the end of
the sixteenth century touch played a particularly important role. As regards marriage,
that a parish priest be present at a wedding and the obligation to register the acts in

marriage, was generally entrusted to midwives, whose expertise was based primarily
on touch and only secondarily on sight. To whatever extent courts continued to resort
tioned, precisely because midwives relied on the sense of touch, while greater authority was given to physicians, whose experience was based mainly on observation and
was set down in writing.
orthodoxy to orthopraxis. Although touch continued to have a thaumaturgical and
performative value, its object was not the living saint, but preferably the relic, which
came to be venerated in special sanctuaries. In the period in which the Catholic Church
was the same sense on which female authority was largely based and the same sense
which, par excellence, did not allow any distance and any possibility of mediation in
was not linear nor was it exclusively institutional, but instead was marked by everyday
adjustments, negotiations, manipulations, and resistance.
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